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Abstract

    The general framework to analyze the structure of

two-dimensional quantum field theories with the conformal and

the Kac-Moody invariance is discussed. It is shown that the

stress-energy tensor naturally exhibits the Sugawara form

irrespective of models. The generalization of the

Knizhnlk-Zamolodchikov equations for arbitrary symmetry groups

is presented. As applications of the present method, the

solutions of two models are studied. One is the conformally

invariant SU(N) Thirring model. All multlpoint correlation

functions of the theory are explicitly obtained by solving the

corresponding Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. The other is

the SU(N)xU(1) Wess-Zumino model. This model is studied in

connection with the fermion theory mentioned above. As a

result, the bosonization prescription of the conformally

invariant SU(N) Thirring model is obtained.
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gl. Introduction

    One of the most interesting problem in quantum field

theories consists in the study of solvabie models. The

investlgation into the exact solutions of these models have

presented vaiuable lnsights on the structure of quantum field

theories and the exact knowledge on the behavior of each model.

Many efforts in this directlon have been devoted, and some

two-dlmensional models were exactly solved in practice :

o(4)-e model [1], Thirrlng modei [2,3] etc. In particular,

the significance of the study of conformally invariant field

theories in two dimensions [4,5] has been recently recognized

due to their connections to unlfied theories and statlstical

physics.

    Recently, much attentlon has been paid to (super)string

theories [6,7] as the candidates for the unified theory of

elementary forces which contain gravity. These theorles can be

described as a conformally invariant field theorles on the

world-sheet. One can also find some other appli'cations of

conformal theories in statistical physlcs. Many two-dimensional

statistical systems ( Ising model, three-state Potts model

etc ) at criticai temperature can also be interpreted as the

special kind of conformal theories ( see, for example, [8] ).

    With the increasing of the physical interests, the method

in the analysis of conformal theories have been developed from

a mathematical aspect. Friedan, Qiu and Shenker [9] analyzed

these theories as the representatlon theories of the Virasoro

algebra. They showed that the conformal invariance and the
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uni-tarity severely limit the possible theories in two

dimensions, and they consequently classified the unitary

theories.

    Furthermore, in 1984, it has been shown by Belavin,

Polya]<ov and Zamolodchikov ( B.P.Z. ) [10] that the bootstrap

approach based on the operator algebra hypothesis is powerful

to solve conformaliy invariant field theories in two dimensions.

Several authors applied this approach to some models and

obtained successful results: for instance, to string theories

[11,12], and to statistical systems [13-16]. Among others,

Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov [17] investigated the kJess-Zumino

mode! [18,19] which has a certain internal symmetry ( Kac-Moody

invariance ) besides the conformal symmetry [20]. They found

the anomalous dimensions of the Wess-Zumino fields and showed

that the multipoint correlation functions satisfy specia! first

order linear differential equations ( K-Z equations } ( see

also [21,22] ). However their derivations seem to be
                                        'model-dependent and the groups of the internal symmetry are

1imlted to'simple ones.

    Main purpose of this thesis is to give the general

framework for the investigation of two-dimensional (Iuantum

field theories which have the conformal and the Kac-Moody

invariance. We also study the conformally invariant SU(N)

Thirring model and the SU(N)xU(1) Wess-Zumino model as

applications.

    This thesis is organized as foliows. In section 2, as

prelimlnary for the present work, we brief!y review the
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bootstrap approach to conformally invariant field theories in
                                       'two dimensions. This section is devoted to the explanation of

the basic tools and concepts. In section 3, we generally study

two-dimensional quantum field theories which are invarlant with
               'respect to the action of the conformal and current algebras

( Kac-Moody algebras ) based on the bootstrap approach. It is

shown that the stress-energy tensor exhibits the

current-current form ( Sugawara form [23-26] ) irrespective of

models. The genelizatlon of the K-Z equatlons for arbitrary

symmetry groups is presented. In section 4, we investigate

two dynamical models by applying the general framework

developed in section 3. 0ne is the N-component Dirac theories

[5] which possess the conformal and the SU(N)xU(1) Kac-Moody

invariance. All multipoint correlation functions are

explicitly given as the solutions of the generalized K-Z

equations. The other is the SU(N)xU(1) Wess-Zumino model which

is another realization of the conformal and the SU(N)xU(1)

Kac-Moody invariance. Our attention will be mainly devoted to

studying the relation between this model and the N-component

Dirac theories. As a result, we find the bosonization rules

[20,27-30] of the conformally invariant SU(N) Thirring model.

The last section is devoted to summary.

-3-



S2. Conformally iRvariaRt field theories

2-1> Operator algebras

    In this section we review, according to the paper
                 '[10] by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov, the bootstrap

approach [31] to the conformally lnvariant field theories in two

dimensions ( see also [32] ).

    The bootstrap approach is based on the operator algebra

hypothesis : an infinite set of operators of local fields {Ai}

which contains the identity operator I forms a closed and

associative algebra :

    Ai(ij)Aj(O) = ii C\• j(q)Ak(e),

where q denotes the coordinates (gl,82) and the structure
constants C\.(g) are single-valued functions ( see also [33] ).
           IJ
The above relations are understood as an expansion of the

(n+2)-point correlation functions with n arbitrary :

    <Ai(g)Aj(O)ALi(gi)'''ALn(ijn)>

          = ii cli•j(g)<Ak(O)ALi(gi)•••Atn(gn)>•

2-2)  The Conformal

In quantum field

inyariance and

 theories, the

        -4-
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place provided that the stress-energy tensor is traceless.

    The conformal transformations of the coordinates g

( g=1,...,D with D being the dimension of the space ) are

substitutions

                    g.f (E), (2.1)                     p"

under the conditions

          spfv(t) + svfy(s) - g s"vspfp(g) = o. ' (2.2)

    In two dimension (D=2), since (2.2) are regarded as the

Cauthy-Riemann equations, conforma! transformations are

arbitrary analyt1c substitutions

               z. f(z), 2.f(7), ' (2.3)

where z and z are complex coordinates

               Z= gl + ie2, Z= gl - iq2, (2.4)

and f(f) is an analytic function' of the singie varlable z(z).
    Hereaftrer we work in the complex space Åë2. Hence we treat

the complex coordinates (2.4) as two independent complex

variables, and also f and f as two unrelated analytic functions.

    The infinitesima! forms of the transformations (2.3) are

                z-z+E(z), z.z+E(z), (2.5)
                                        '                            -5-



where g(z) and g(z) are infinitesimal analytic functions.

    The variation of a certain local field Ai(e) under the

infinitesimal transformation (2.5) is a linear combination of

the function s(z}.and a finite number of its derivatives taken

at the point z :

    6 s A i ( z , z ) = kll 8 B i( k - i )( z t z ) dd kz k g ( z ) , ( 2 . 6 )

where Blk'1) are local fie!ds belonging to the set {Ai} and v•
                                                             l
is a certain integer ( similarly for z ; the treatment of the

left aBd right variable z and z is completeiy analogous, and we
           'will usually present only the left part of equations ).

Remembering the transformation properties of local fields under

infinitesimal translations and dilatatlons [34] , one finds

              Bi. -1)(z,2) = 211tT Ai(z,2), (2•7a)

              B(O)(z,Z) = A,A.(z,2)
                                   , (2.7b)               11                             1

where A. is called the left conformal dimension of the field A.
    '                                                             '( we use Ai for the right conformal dimenslon ).

    In the conformally invariant field theories, the

transformations (2.6) are generated by the symmetric and

traceless stress-energy tensor T(z) ( =T                                          •- iT                                                )                                             12                                        11
                   ) for right transformations ) of the( T(z) ( =T             +iT           11                12
theories.
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    Consider a correlation function of some local fields,

                                '

    <X> = <Al(Zl'Zl)'''An(Zn,Zn)>' (2•8)

Then the conformal hjard identities [35,36] of the theory are

written as

    <6eX>= 2iiSdg 8(g)<T(g)Å~>, (2.g)
                C

where the contour C encloses all the points zl,.•.,zn. For a

single field we can then write the transformation law as

    6eAi(z,2) = 2ili S d9 g(9}T(9)A(z,Z)• , (2.IG}
                    C

                                                        '
    Ta]<ing account of the tensorial property of the field

T(z), one can write down the most general expression [4] for the

variations 6 T and 5--T :            eg

    6eT(z) = e(z)T'(z) + 2E'(z)T(z) + ft s'''(z), (2.11a)

     e

    Let us introduce the operators Ln and Ln ( n = O,Å}1,Å}2,.. )

as the coefficients of the Laurant expansions ( see also

Appendlx A )

                            - 7 -•



                      coL               T(z) =2 .ll2, - (2•12a)
                     n= -- co z
                               '

               T(' z)= 2co .klil2. (2.12b)
                          z                     n=-co

It follows from (2.11a) that the operator L                                             satisfy the                                           n
commutation relations ( Vtrasoro aLgebra [37,38] )

    [ Ln , Lm ] = (n ' m)Ln+m + 'i-9t (n3 - n)6n+m,o• (2•13)

The same relatlons are satisfied by. L 's, with the operators L                                     nn
and L being commutative.     m

2-3) Conformal families

    Let us recall the equation (2.6)

                                          '                v.    6sAi(z,2) =kE6Blk'i)(z,Z) dS: g(z)• (2.6)

It is evident that the dimension of the field Bl.k'l) ls equal

to

    Ai,(k-p = Ai +1'k, k= O,1,•••,vi• (2.14)

In physically stable theories the dimensions of all the fields

Ai should satisfy the inequality

                            - 8-



                A. >O. (2. 15)                 l

In what follows we assume that the only field with zero

dimensions A=A=O is the identity operator I. From the

condition (2.15), we see that the sum in (2.6) contains a

finite number of terms :

              v.KA.+1. (2.16)                ll

    The spectrum of dimensions {ts.} in any two-dimenslonal                                i
conformal quantum fleld theory consists of infinite series

                (k)              Ap = Ap +k, k= O,1,... , (2.17)

where A denotes the minimal dimension of each series, whereas       P
the index p labels the series ( the same is valid for the

dimensions A. ).            i
    Let Åë be the field with the dimensions A and A . The                                                  P
variation of this field has the form

    6sÅëp(z,2) = s(z) grt Åëp(z,2) + Apg'(z)Åëp(z,2). (2.is)

                     '
This formula is equivalent to the commutation relation

    [ Lm , Åëp(z,2) ] = zM+i 21z opp(z,2) + Ap(m+i)zMÅëp(z).(2.ig)

                           -9-



kle shail call the operators Åëp having the transformation

property (2.18) pTtmary ftetats.

    The conformal Ward identlties for the primary fields are

                 '
    <T(Z)Åë1(Zl)'''Åën(Zn)>

                '            n A.          =iii (z.zl)2 + zlzi 21Tt }<Åëi(zi)'''On(zn)>' (2'2o)

                    i
                                               '

where Al,.••,An are the left conformal dimensions of the fields

Åë1,•••,Åën reSPectively.

    The primary fields themselves cannot form a closed operator

algebra. From (2.17), there are infinite many other fields

associated with each of the primary fields co . We shall refer                                            p
to these fields as to the seeondary fteLcis with respect to the

primary fields Åë . ,                p
    The secondary fields associated with the primary field Åë                                                            p
are defined as

    ÅëBk}{k}(zs2) = L.kl(Z)'''L-kn(Z)L-Rl(2)L-Rm(Z)Åëp(Z'2)'

                                                        (2.21)

for
                                                              '
    {k} =( kl'''',kn ), {R} =( Rl,''',R. ), (2•22)

where k.,k.> 1 ( i=1,...,n, j=1,...,m, with R and m taking all       IJ
natural numbers ), and

                            -10-



    L-ki(ii) = l] dgi T(gi)(gi - z)-k'i, (2.23a)

    [..iz .(z) =t dgj T(gj)(gj - 2j-k+1. (2.23b)
       JC
                                              '
The integration contours C associated with each of the operators

L-k. (L.R.) in (2•23) enclose the point z (z) as well as the
   IJ
POIntS gi+1 (gj+1),•••,gn (gm)• The operators Ln introduced in

(2.12) are no other than L (O). The dimensions of the fields                          n
(2.21) are
           {k}          Ap =Ap+kl+'''+kn, (2•24a)

          2XBk} = 5p + 21 + ... + Rm . (2•24b)

    An infinite set of the fields (2.21) constitutes the

conformaL famtLy [Åë ].
                   P

2--4) Conformal properties of operator algebras

    Consider the product of two primary fields Åën(9)Åëm(O). The

operator product expansion can be represented as

-11-



    Åën(z,2)om(o,o) = li {ii}{i-i}cRthk}{k}

    Å~ zAp-An'Am"2ki22Xp-En-am'2RiÅë{k}{R}(o,o). (2.2s)
                                p

 Both sides of (2.25) should exhiblt the same conformal

properties. The transformation law of the left-hand side is

determined by (2.18), and that of the right-hand slde can be

derived from (2.21). The requirement of the conformal

invariance of (2.25) leads to the relations among the numerical

constants cP{k}{k} with different {k}'s but with the same
           nm
Mdeces p, n and m. These relatioRs can be solved in the

factorized form

                              '              cp{k}{R} . cp Bp{k}B-p{R}, (2.26)
                                  nm                             nm                          nm               RM

where the conditions 3P{O}= BP{O}= 1 ls implied ( see Appendix
                            nm                     nm
B ). Thus the expression (2.25) can be written as

                          A -A -A A                                    -A                                       -A                              n m-pn                                 z M rp (z,21o,o),    Åën(z,Z)Åëm(e,O) =2 CXmz P p
                    P
                                                      (2.27)

where

                      p{k}B--p{R}.2ki22jZiÅë{k}{R}(o,o). (2.2s)
   tp (z,21o,o) = ]E B    p {k}{R} nm nm p
                           -12-



gL 3. g• ua i} tum fie "g d th e( rge sb wit }i t.he cii) ri fo i"" twaS ap, di 't he

     Kac-nyziX•tet:)ody i. it\ariaRce
                              [39]

3'"1) The coRformal and the Kac-Moody invariance
                '    Knizhnlk and Zamolodchikov [17] investigated the kless-Zumino

model which has a certain internal symmetry ( Kac-Moody

invariance ) besides the conformal symmetry. They found the

anomalous dimensions of the U]ess--Zumino fields and showed that

the multipoint correlation functions satisfy some special first

order linear differential equations ( K-Z equattong ). However
        'thelr derivations seem to be model-dependent and the groups of

internal symmetries are limited to simple ones.

    In this section, we generally study two-dlmensional quantum

field theories which is invariant with respect to the action of

the conformal and a!so arbitrary current algebras ( Kae-Moecty

aLgebTas ), 1rrespective of models. Our investigations are

based on the bootstrap approach developed by B.P.Z. ( reviewed

M sec.2 ). The generalization of the current-current form

( SugauaTa form ) of the stress-energy tensor and K-Z

equations are found for arbitrary groups whlch may not be

simp1e.

    Recalltng the equation (2.27) in the previous section,

operator algebras in conformally invariant theories are

expressed in terms of conformal families [opn] as

                                      --A -A                           A --A -••tts A                                        nm                                  m- P                               nz    din(z,2)Åëm(o,o) = E cgmz P
                     p
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    Å~{k}?R}BnPm{k}B'.P:IR}z2ki22kiÅëllk}{R}(o,o). (3.b

    Left conformal transformations for the primary field Åë                                                          are                                                        n
generated by the traceless stress-energy tensor T(z) ( T(2) for

 right transformations ) :

    5gOn(Z'2) = 2Ili ,f d9 T(Vg(9Åën(Z,2)

                   C

              = E(z)SÅë (z,z) +AS'(z)Åë (z,z). (3.2)                    zn                                nn

and internal transformations are generated by the conserved
currents Ja :
          ct

    5..Åë.(z,2) = g dg J.a(g)tu.a(g)op (z,2)

              . ta coa(z)op (z,2) for ct = 1,...,M, (3.3)
                 ct n                    ctn

                         '                                          awhere we conslder a group G=Glx...xGM, and tctn are the left

representation matrices of the aigebra of G                                           for O ( we                                         ct n
use {cta n as the right representation matrices ). The

transformation prorperties of the generators themselves for the

conformal and the internal group have the following forms :

for conformal transformatioRs,

                                     '
    6gT(z) = s(z)T'(z) + 2g'(z)T(z) + -i-9t s'''(z), (3.4)

                           •- l4 -



    6E,Jct(z.) = e(z)Jcta.(z) + E,(z)JEI(z), (3.s)

and for internal transformations,

    6 T(z}=caa'(z)Ja(z), (3.6)              ct ct     bl ct

    6 . J cta ( z ) . f cta b c . orb ( z ) Jctc ( z ) - ligtL . ct ( z ) , ( 3 . 7 )

     ct

where fabC are structure constants of the group G , aBd k is
                                                         ct
called the central charge of the G Kac-Moody algebra (3.7).                                ct
The variations 6- E and 6Es of the flelds T and J are given by the

same equations, whereas the variations 6E (6s) and 51s (6ut)of T

(T') and J (J) vanlsh. The equatioBs (3.2)•v(3.7) can be

rewritten ln the form of operator product expansions :

   T(z'}On(z,2) = (zii)ez)2 On(z'2) ' z'lz SzÅën(Z'Z)

                +regular terms, (3.8}

                    ta
   Jcta(z')Åën(z,2) = z,gzn Åën(z,2) + regular terms, (3,g)

   T(Z')T(Z) = 2(z,iz)4 + (z,iz)2 T(Z) + z'lz T'(Z)

             +regular terms, (3.10)

-15-



    T(z,)J.cta(z) = (z,lz)2 Jcta(z) + z,lz Jcta,(z)

               +regular terms, (3.11)
                '
    Jcta(z')T(z) = (z,lz)2 Jcta(z) + regular terms, (3.12)

                    k 6ab fabc
    Ja(z,)Jb(z) = - 2{ctz,-z)2 - z\-z JctC(Z) .

               +regular terms.' (3.13)

3-2) The Sugawara ferm of the stress-energy tensor

    We first derive the Sugawara form of the stress-energy

tensor for the group G=Glx...xGM . Consider a linear

combination of the operator expansions (3.13)

    J9(z,)J?(z) + Å~2J2a(z•}J2a(z) + ... + xMJG(z•)JG(z)

    = - kiDi + Å~22k(2?.2.zl2''' + XMkMDM + reguiar terms, ' (3.i4)

where the constants x2,...,xM are determined soon later, and Dct

 is the dimension of the group G                                   Since the eguation (3.14)                              ct .
is regarded as an operator algebra of (3.1), one can know that

the zeroth order's in (z'-z) of the regular part contains T(z)

which belongs to the conformal family of the identity operator.

In fact, by applying the method explained in Appendix B , we

                           -16-



obtain the eguations

             O{1,1}     O{1}                               O{2} 2    Bll =811 =O, Bll =•Ei, (3.ls)

which mean

    J?(z')J?(z) + x2JS(z')Jg(z) + ... + xMJG(z')J(](z)

        klDl + Å~2k2D2 + ••• + xMkMDM
               2(z'-z)2

      klDl + x2k2D2 + ••• + XMkMDM
    - T(z)+regular terms.(3.16)                    c

Here we show that one can consitently determine the constants

Å~2,•••,xN] and the central charge c setting other zeroth order's

of the regular part zero. Comparison of the transformation

properties of both sides of (3.16) yields some algebraic

equations for the constants Å~2,...,xM as well as the central

               klDl + Å~2k2D2 + ••• + xMkMDM

    cvl+kl= c •- ,
                  klDl + x2k2D2 + ••• + xMkMDM

   XB(cvB+kB)= c ,
                 for B= 2, .•. ,M, (3.17)

                            - 17 -



where cvct ( ct = 1,...,M )is defined as

          fctabcf ctb cd . cvor6ab . (3.ls}

The solution of these equations is easily obtained :

         cvl + kl
    XB = cvB + kB , fOr B= 2, ••• ,M, (3.lg)

        M kD    C=ctil cvctct ct+ kct' (3•20)

Consequently we find the Sugawara type formula in the form of

operator algebra :

    T(z) = -ctlli cvct l kct Ja(z,)Ja(z)

                     c                          -- O(z'-z), (3.21)               - 2(z'-z)2

where c is given by the equation (3.2e). This equation can be

expressed as

   T(z) = -or/Li cvcti+ kct : Ja(z)Ja(z) :

                                                '        = -./Ll .v.1. k. y.m.[ J.a(z•)J.a(z) + 2(.kct,?:)2 ].

                                                      (3.22}

                           -18-



3-3) The generalization of KBizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations

    Next, in the same way, taking account of the conformal

properties of the operator algebras (3.9), one can consistently

set the following expression :

t?nJ?(Z')Åën(Z,2) + Y2tSnJa2(Z')opn(Z,2) + ••' + YMt&2Jit(Z')Åën(Z,2)

             '

        Cln + Y2C2n + ''' + YMCMn    =- , tp (z,2)                z-z n
                                                      '        Cln + Y2C2n + ''' + YMCMn                                 S Åë (z,Z) + O(z,-z), (3.23)      - 2A                                  zn                   n

          ( ct=1,...,M )is defined aswhere c       ctn

                   ta ta =--cI. (3.24)                               ptn                    ctn                       ctn

In fact, comparison of the transformation properties of both

sides of (3.23) yields algebraic equation's for the constants

Y2,•••,YM as well as the conformal dimension A• n of the primary

                                                        'field Åë ;      n

              Cln + Y2C2n + ''' + YMCMn

                         n

                  Cln + Y2C2n + ''' + YMCMn   YB(CvB+kB)= A ,                            n
                                  '

                   for B= 2, ... ,M. (3.25)
                           -19-



The solution for these equations is given by the formu1as

     cvl + kl
YB = cvs + kB ' for B = 2, ... ,M , (3.26)

    McAn =ctil cvctct\ kct
.

(3.27)

Therefore the

primary field

left and

Åën are

the right operator equations for the

              M ta
SzÅën(Z,Z) = -2ctil cvct fnkct Jcta(z')Åën(z,z)

- 2A ,1 Åë (z,z) +
nz -z n

o(z '- Z) ' (3.28a)

e-Åë
 Z

           M
 (z,2) = -2 2n ct.1 cvct + kct

{a
 ctn ja(2,)e (z,2)

 ct n

- 2E 1 Åë (z.2) +
n -, -   -Z  Z n

o(2 '- z). (3.28b)

The equations (3.28) can be expressed in the forms :

              M ta
SzÅën(Z'2) = -2ctii cvctct? kct : J a

ct
(z)Åë (z
   n '

2) :

    M
= -2 2           +k   ct=1 Cvct ct

ta
 ctn 1im

z•-z
[ Ja(z
  ct

)

   ta
- ,ctn ]Åë (z,2).
  z-z n (3.29a)

- 20 -



     e2Åë.(2,2) = -2.Ll .vioran. k. : j.a(2)Åën(z,2) :

         M {a {a     = -2.iii cv. S"k. El.m,.[ 5.a(2'} -- .•42 ] ep.(z,2). (3.2gb)

    Substitute the above equation (3.28a) into the Ward

 identlty for the internal symmetries

    < Jcta ( z )Åë 1 ( z l , 21 ) • • • di N ( ZN , Z N ) >

      N ta.
    =1.il z,\2 <Åë1(zl,21)•••ÅëN(zN,2N)>, (3.3o)

and one obtains the generalization of K-Z equations

                                         '       { i a., + ,i, .iM, .iii;ctae. .,l., }

              Å~ <Åë1(Zl,Zl)•••ÅëN(ZN,ZN)> = O • (3.31)

                                                  '
Of course the left part corresponding to the equation (3.31)

has the same form.
                                    '
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S4. Solutions to some models in two dimensiens [42]

4-1> The Conformally invanant SU(N) Thirring model

    Dashen and Frishman showed in their pioneering work [5] that

N-component Dirac theories with SU(N) and U(1) current-current

interactions are conformally invariant in two dimensions only

for a special value of SU(N) coupling constant ( the value

of U(1) coupling constant remains arbitrary }. They derive

this result by imposing the locality requlrement, which is

explained later, on the conformally invariant four-polnt

correlation functions.

    In this subsection, we study conformally invariant

N-component Dirac theories accordin9 to the general framework

developed in the prevlous section. Above result of Dashen and

Frishman appears, when we apply the equations (3.29) to Dirac

Fermions. The anomalous dimensions of Dirac fields are found

simply applying the formu!a (3.27) and all multipoint

correlation functions are explicitly pbtained as the solutions

of the generalized K-Z equations.

    Let us start with the definition of the theories.

    The basic fields are N-component Dirac fermions :
                                    '

          Wct =(\5 )ct , for ct = i, ••• ,N . (4.i)

These fields Wl and W2 are assumed to be primary fields with

conformal dimensions (Al,Al) and (A2,A2) respectively. These
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conformal dimensions will be determined later.
   '    We now consider the model which exactly maintaln the left

and right SU(N)xU(1) Kac-Moody invariance as well as the

conformal invariance. Therefore there are left and right
                 '     'conserved SU(N) (U(1)) currents which are denoted here by Ja(z)

 w(z)) and -Ja(2) (-J(2)) respectlvely.

    The Jacobi ldentities severely constrains the SU(N)

transformation properties of fields. Especially, in a case

that the baslc spinor field V transforms as the fundamental

representation of SU(N), only two types of SU(N)
                                                          '
transformation propertles of Wl and rp2 are compatible with the

Jacobi identity :

    6.wl(z,2) =5 (1+E)taala(z)\1(z,2), (4.2a)

    5diWl(z,2) = i (1-s)t adi a(2)Wl(z,2), (4.2b)

    6coW2(z,Ei) = S (1--e)taco a(z)W2(z,2), (4.2c)

    6diV2(z,2) = S (1+g}t aco- a(2)V2(z,2), (4.2d)

where s=Å}1 and ta are the N Å~ N antihermitian matrices

representlng the algebra of the group SU(N).

    The left and the right U(1) transformations of the fields

are generally written as

    6oep1(Z,z) =q co(z}Wl(z,z), (4.3a)
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    6dirp1(4,Z) =q co(Z)Wl(Z,Z), (4.3b}

    6coW2(Z,Z) =q ut(Z)rp2(Z,Z), (4.3C)

    6diW2{z,z) =q co(z)rp2(z,z), (4.3d)

where q and q are the left (right) and the right (left) pure

imaginary U(1) charges of rp1 (\2) respectively.
                                       '    However we do not go into the explicit structure of these

currents in terms of Åíhe basic fields. For the purpose of

solving modeis exactly, it is not appropriate ( except the free

theory ) to define the currents as the normal ordering of

fermion bilinear forms. These definitions are relevant for

perturbation study.

     Kac-Moody algebras of the currents are

    6toJa(z) . fabctub(z)Jc(z) - lj coa,(z), (4.4a)
                                      '        '
    sdi 7J a(2) . fab Cdi b(2)jC(2) - l.di a,(z), (4. 4b)

    6toJ(z) =- i' tu'(z), (4.4c)

                           '    sdij(2) =- i' di,(2), (4.4d)

       abc           are structure constants of the group SU(N), and k andwhere f

k' are the central charges for SU(N) and U(1) respectively. At
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this stage we have no idea of determining the value of k, since

we do not specify the explicit form of the currents'
.

Dashen and Frishman showed that the locality requirement of the

four-point correlation function fix the value of k to be unity .

both in the free and interacting cases. Afterward we will

return to this poMt. On the Qther hand, the U(1) central

charge k' itse!f remains arbitrary, since it just serves as the

normalizations of the currents J and J.

    Various results come from the applications of the general

formulas, developed ln the previous section, to the case with

G=SU(N)xU(i). The only thing one has to do is to substitute the

charge assignments (4.2) and (4.3) into the formulas.

    First of all, from the equations (3.29), we obtain

                                          '
    a2Wl(z,2) = -- "-g) Nl# : 5a(Z)w (z,2) :

                                                             '
                  -2 :, : j(Z)rp1(z,2) :, (4.5a)

    azrp2(z,Z) = - (1-g) N:ft : Ja(z)w2(z,z) :

                                        '
                '
                  -2 {, : J(z)W 2(Z,z} :, (4.5b)

    ezWl(z,2) = - (1+s) N.tka : Ja(z)\1(z,2) :

                              '
                  -2 {, : J(z)Wl(z,2) :, (4.6a}
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    S2LP2(z,2) = - (1+e) N:: : ja(2)rp2(z,2) :

                  -2 ft, : 3(Z)rp2(z,Z) :. (4.6b)

The equations (4.5) are regarded as the field equations for the

basic flelds, while the eguatioBs (4.6) are not. That is the

reason why the case with g=i and q=O corresponds to the free

theory, and the case with s=-1 corresponds to the SU(N) Thirrlng

model. Hereafter we concentrate on the case -with q=O for

simplicity, which means vanishing of the U(l) coupling constant.

    The conformal dimensions of the fields \1 and rp2 are given

from the formula (3.27) and lts right-handed verslon as

                                                     '    Al = 1;e 2:?klk) + lqkl,2 , El = 1'2s 2NN2(Nlk) , (4.7.)

    A2 = liS 2:?ftlk) , s2 = 1+2e 2NN2(k}k) . I{l2 , (4,7b)

The combinatlons d=Al+Al=A2+A2 and s=Al--Al=-(A2--A2) are the

anomalous dimension and the spin of the basic spinor f2elds W

respectively. Setting the natural condition s=1!2 , the ratio
lql2!k' and therefore the value of A's are fixed :

    for g = 1,
             2          lql - Nk+1                                                        (4.8a)           k' - 2N(N+k)'

          Al = -21 , El = O , (4.sb)
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.A2 = O   -1, A2 = - 2 , (4.8c)

    and for E = -1,
          lql2 - 2N2+kN-1
           k' - 2N(N+k)'

          ., . 2>ftf,kN,S , ix, = ,,N2, fil,, ,

          A2 = 211i;Rlk) , E2 = 2N2ftft\il .

    Any multipoint correlatlon function for

         (z,z) satisfies the following firstfields op
       n
differential equations :

(4.8d)

(4.8e)

(4.8f)

arb1trary pr1mary

 order linear

     +22{e   z    1 j#i

{ e2. + 2.2.
        J=1    1

 TqTq Q.Q.
         IJ   IJ[ N+k + k' ]            z             ij

Å~ <Åë1(Zl'Zl)'''Åën(Zn'Zn)> = 8

 TqTq Q.Q.
[ NtkJ + ft,J ]

1}-Z

  i }'
zi-zj

' (4.9a)

where

of the

TO (Ta)
 11
 SU(N)

Å~ <Åë1(Zl'Zl)'''Åën(Zn

 are the

algebra

 left (right)

for Åëi and, Q
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,z )> =o n ' (4. 9b)

representation matrices
                     ' (Qi) is the !eft (right)



U(1) charge of Åëi . The propagators of the basic fields \1 and

rp2 are easily obt' ained from the equations (4.9) and the charge

assignments (4.2) and (4.3) :

    for e= 1, '      <wict(z)gJTB(z')> =A 6!l (z-z')-i, (4.ioa)

      <tv2.(Z)g,llB(Z')>=A6ii (2-•2')-i, (4.iob)

    and for E = -1,

     <wict(z,2)wrB(z,,2,)> = B sEl (z-z,)-2Ai(2.7,)-2Ai, (4.iia)

     <\2ct(z,2)w2"8(z',2')> = B sst (z-z,)-2A2(2-2,)-2A2, (4.iib)

where A and B are normalizations. Any other two-point

functions are vanishing.

    In general, the 2(n+m)-point correlation functions

   <W1 ct 1 (Å~1 ' 511 1 )iV l`B1 (Y1 'YP ' ' ' iV 1ctn( xn , iZn)iV ll'Bn(yn , Yn )

   Å~ g'27i(ui,U"i'!5i(vi,Vi)•••w2ym(um,um)w;6M(vm,vm)> (4.i2)

are decomposed into the forms

   <ii'icti(Å~i,Xi)•••\:8M(vm,vm)>
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    = <kP icsle i (xi , ili ) • • • iv TBn(yn, Yn) >< t? 2y i (ui ,"i ) . . . t? !6M(vm , vm) >.

                                                     (4.13>
                                                  '
    Let us solve the generalized K-Z equations (4.9) for the

four-point funcÅíion

                                  '
                            '    <g' 1 ct 1 (z1 ,2pw 1'B1 (z2 , iZ2) g, 1ct 2( z3 ,23 ) il, 1`B2(z4 ,24) >, (4. 14)

which is decomposed into the form

  <w1ct1(z1,21)...\:B2(z4,iz4)> = 6!ll6:l;F1(z,2) . s,li?6,Il;F2(z,2>

           = 6:l5g;Gl(z)Hl(2) + 6g?6:IG2(z)H2(2). (4.ls)

Substituting (4.15) into (4.9a) and (4.9b} with i=1, we obtain

the following equations: '
   for s'= 1,

         e21Hl=O, (4.17a)

         e21H2=O, (4.17b)
                           '         ezlFl =- ziz2 ( Fl + NIk F2 )

         ' zilz3 ( Nlk F2 ' Nik Fi )- ziz4 Nik Fi, (4•isa)
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            1.SzlF2 = - zl-z2

- ziz4 ( F2. +

kN,k F2 + z

Nlk Fl ),

iz3 ( Nik Fl + Nlfk F2 )

(4.18b)

and for g = -1

  eAziGi =

ezlG2 "

           1e21Fl =  -  21-22

. 1 ( Nlk F2 -
  Zl-Z3

'

        111-2Al ( zl-z2 zl--z3 + zl-z4 }Gl'

        111+2Al ( zl-z2 - zl-z3 + zl-z4 )G2'

       ( 22SIFI + Nlk F2 )

N(NIk) Fl. ) +

(4.19a)

(4.19b)

  11            F21-24 N(N+k) . 1,

            (4. 20a)

S21F2 " 2 1 l

  1

Zl-Z4

1-22

( 2AIF2 +

N(N+k)
F2 + 211z3 (

Nlk Fl )•

Nlk Fl - N(Nlk) F2 }

(4.20b)

Other eguations with i=2,3

change of the arguments in

Zl(Zl).Z2(Z2) and Z3(Z3).Z4

Z2(Z2)'Z4(Z4}, and for i=4

   Equations (4.17) and (4

and 4 are given by the following

the equatlons (4.17)•-(4.20) : for

(z4), for i=3 zl(zl).z3(z3) and

 Z1(Z1).Z4(Z4) and Z2(Z2).Z3(Z3).

.19) can be easily solved
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          pHl = .H2 = A", for

Gl = G2 = B2[ (zl-z2

Å~ [ (Zl-Z3

S = 1 ,

)(Z1-Z4

)(Z2'Z4) ]

)(Z2"Z3

2A1
'

) (Z3"'Z4

for

)]

E= -1,

-2A 1

(4.2D

(4.22)

where constants A

functions (4.1g)

combined with (4.

   for e = 1,

         ezlGl = '

         + 1 (
           Zl-Z3

 and

and

18)

B

(4.

and

  1
Zl-Z2

 lNÅÄk G2 +

are same ones appeared in two-point

11). These equations (4.21) and (4.22)

 (4.20) yie}d the following equations:

  ( Gl + NÅÄk G2 )

           1ezlG2 = - zl-z2

NIk Gl ) - z

kN+k G2 +   1
Zl'Z3

 1
1-Z4

( NIk Gl+

Nlk Gl• (4.23a)

- zllz4 ( G2 + Nlk Gl },

N5k G2 )

(4.23b)

and for E

  S21H

= -1

1

+1
  Zl-Z3

'

    1

 Z1-Z2

( Nlk H2 -

( 22XIHI + Nlk H2 )

N(Nlk) Hl ) + -

             z 1

1

-z 4

   1
N(N+k) Hl

(4

'

. 24a)
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         P21H2 = 21122 N(Nlk) H2 + zll23 ( NIk Hl - N(Nlk) H2 )

          - 2112I ( 251H2 + Nlk Hl )• (4.24b)

    For the free theory (s=1), we know the four-point function:

    <i?iori(zi,2"•••'?TB2(z4,z4)>

          '    = A26gl6:22(zl-z2)-1(z3-z4)-1 + A261Ili6:li(zl-z4)-1(z2-z3)-l

                                                      (4.25)

This equation is consistent with the equations (4.23) if and

only if we set k=1. Also for the interacting theory (e=-1),

the locality demands that as z"z2 and z3->z4 the foUr-pOint
                  Bi6B2 times a product of two-point functions
function tends to 6                  ct1 or2
in (zl--z2) and (z3-z4), and as zl.z4 and z2•z3 to 6gi6:5 times

a product of two-point functions in (zl-z4) and (Z2--Z3)• This

reguirement is compatible with the equations (4.24) only in the

case with k=1 ( see ref.[5] for detail ).

    In the case with k=1, demanding the boundary conditions
which are indicated by the locality tequirement, the solution of

the equations (4.24) is given as
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    H1• = (21-22)-22S1(2id.23)- lki(21-24)lili

                  11          Å~ (Z2-'Z3)T<i(E2'24)- l<i(23-24;251 , (4.26a)

    H2 = (21-z2)lli(21-23)'` lii(21-24)-2E1

         . (22-23)-251(22-z3)- k(23.24)k. (4.26b)

One can easily covert the solution for Wl into the four-point

function for \2 by the change Al(Al).A2(A2) and z->z •

    Now let us glve the explicit forms of general 2(n+m)-point

functions (4.12) for e=-1 . For the purpose, it is sufficient

to solve the differential equatlons (4.9) for the 2n--point

functlon fOr rp1 :

    <g'1ct1(>i1'S(1)tPTS1(Y1'Y-"1)'''tP1ctn(xn,kn)'VTBn(yn,Yn)>• (4•27)

This function can be decomposed into the form

                                  B, B,   <t?icti(xi,S(i)•••tprBn(yn,Yn)> = ii 6orl.i•••6ctAn Fii...in

        B. 8.   = ii 6ct111'''6ct;n Gil•••in(Å~'Y)Hil•••in('Sl'Y}' (4'28)
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where (i1,•.•,

is taken over

(4.9a) and (4.

i) n
the

9b) '

denote permutations

all permutations.

 one obtains

 P(1,...,n),

Subst1tuting

and

(4.

 the

28)

 sum

into

e G. .= Xi 11'''ln

eG y  i

-2A

= -2A

   n  {21 j.1 Xi

  {s
1
   j=1

1--X j

1

-Å~

2
jxi

2
jxi

  1      }G. . , (4.        !          ...1Å~ -Å~i j 1 n

  1      }G. . , (4.Yi -' Yj 11•••ln

29a)

il•••i
n

                 iS- F. . =- Xk ii•••in' gk-Y
2
k

  yi j

{ 2AIFi1...i
n

29b)

+1  N+1 2F     iL#k

+ ,li,ill,

  1''ik-1iti

  1 F. .
Xk-RL il•.i

k+l

k-1

''i L-likiL+1

iLtk+1 ''i

    }''i
  n

+ N(NII) { 2
LXk

  12
Xk-YiL L:k

L-1ikiL+1

  1      }F. .,Kk-!L il'''in

''i
n

(4.3ea)

SYkFi1'''in = - yklgik{ 251Fi1'''in

+ ,li,li,

+ ,I,,E.,

F. . .. 11••lk-1ltl

  1 F. •
Yk-YL il••i

k+1

k-1

''i L-1iki

iLik+1 ''i

        }   ''iL+1     n

L-1ikiL+1 ''i
n
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      ' N(Nll) {tik YklsliL'Lik yklye }Fil'''in' (4'30b)

 The equations for arbltrary F. . are obtailled from the                             11'''ln

 equations for Fl...n : change the indices of F and the

 arguments y(x) according to the permutation

P(1,•••,n)=(i1,•••,in) in both stdes of the equations

 (4.30a) ( (4.30b) ) for Fl...n . Like (4.22) for the four-point

function, with a conventional normlization, the solution of

(4.29) is

    G. . . Bn n :Å~...y.:"2Al n [(x.-x.)(y.-y.)]2Al, (4.31a)

     11'''ln i,j 1 J i<j 1 J l J

where

          :x. -y .: = x. -y. if i s j,            IJ                     IJ

          :Å~.-y.: =y.x., if l>j. (4.31b}            lj jl

Using this solution and the definition of H (4.28), the

equations (4.30) reduce to the equations for H. .                                            i1''in

   eVkHii•••in = - gklyik{ 22NiHii•••i.

    +1          2 H. . .. . .. .}      N+iLxk ii''!k•--iiLik+i''it-iikiL+i''in
                                   '
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     ' Nlitllk szkiilL Hii••ik-ny"tik+i''it-iikiL+i''in

     ' N(Nli) {tik izkls7iL-Lik gklgL }Hii'''in'

    eYkHii•••i. = "- s],IEik{ 2ZliHii•••in

     ' NliLiik Hii••ik..iiLik+i''it-iikiL+i''in }

     ' NliLE#k yklg}L Hii•-•ik-iitik+i''iL--ii]<it+i''in

     ' N(Nln {Lik yklsziL-zik yklyL }Hii'''in'

                                    '
    There are 2n Å~ n! independent first order linear

differential equations for the n! functlons H. . .                                           i1'''!n
if we impose the locallty requirement which yields n!

                    , , the solution of (4.32) mustconditions for H.               i                  ..1                1'                     n                                         'uniquely determined.

   Here we prove that the functions

(4.32a)

  (4.32b)

  Thus,

bouBdary

be
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H i1'''in = a pn

Å~"
 k#L

 n
k:1:Xk-Yik:

       1
:Xk-s}iL:N

-2E
1

k<" L(Xk'Xt)

1

N (Yk-YL)

1

N

(4.33)

are the solution

signiture of the

taken to be

of (4.32).

permutation

Here

(1,..

the symbol a

.,n)-(i1,'''
P

'

 IS

in)'

the

 and n ls

n = -1, if

        {

n = +1,

 cardinal numbers

(k,ik)l k > lk , k

    otherwise.

of the

 = 1,..

set

.,n } is odd,

(4.34)

It is important to note that the functions (4.33) satisfy

following relations :

    for k1 L,

          (Xk-Yik)(XL-YiL)Hi1..•.in = '(Xk-YiL)(XL"Yik)

the

xH   il••i k-1iti     'ik+1' L-1ikit+1 ''i
n ' (4.35)

which simplify the -equations (4.32):
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    e x' k H ri • • • i . = " R k l y i k 2 Zg i H i i • • • i n

          'k{;k RklyiL-Lik gklgL }Hii•••in' (4•36a)

    aYkHi1...i. = - yiiik22XIHi1•.•i.

          'k {Lik yklgiitik yklyL }Hii•••in' (4•36b)

    '
These equations combined with the locality requirement indeed

have the solution (4.33).

    Finaliy let us conslder the operator algebras

 gslct(z,2)w2e8(z,,Z,) = const.(z-z,)K(2,-2,))t[ Åëg(z,,2,) . ... ]

                                                    (4.37a)
 W2B(z,2)wTor(z',7') = const.(z-z,)K'V(2,-2,)A"'[ dis(z,,2,) . ... ]

                                                    (4.37b)

as the preliminary for the next subsection. We wili derive the

fusion rules for the products (4.37) by the method used by

B.P.Z. for degenerate primary fields [10]. Substituting each

side of (4.37a} into the correlation functions of (4.9) and

then comparing the most singular terms at z.z' and 2.2' ,

                           '
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                   K= .). =O. (4.38)

In the same way, one also obtains

                   .v .v                   K= ).=O. (4.39)

Therefore we conclude

ÅëEl (z,Z) •- : g, i. (z,2)v ll8 (z,2) : = ., .l;,{,il)2 ,.2 \i. (z,2) i{' 2't'B (z' ,2' ) ,

                                                     (4.40a)
                                           'di !l (z,2) '- : "Y 2B (z, 2) LP Tct (z,2) : = ., .l; ,l, i?2 ,.2 tl' 2B (z, 2) iP Tct (z' ,2' ) ,

                                                     (4.40b)

We will return to these results in the next subsectlon in order

discuss non-abelian bosoRizations.

4-2) The SU(N) Å~ U(1) Wess-Zumino model and non-abelian

     bosonizations

    In this subsection we study the SU(N)xU(1) Wess-Zumino

model which is another realization of the conformal and the

SU(N) Å~ U(1) Kac-Moody algebras.

   The basic fields are the U(1)-valued field gl and the

SU(N)-valued matrix fleld g2. The dynamics ef these fields is

governed by the action
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         'Sct,k(gl,g2) = Sct(gl) + Sk(g2)• . (4.41)

Here Sct is defined as

    sct(g)= iXrr fd2g sptg'ispg , (4.42)

       is the Wess-ZumMo actlonand S     k

    sk(g) = k{ igrr r d2g tr.(s"g-isug) + r(g) }, (4.43)

where the Ujess-Zumino term r(g) is defined by the integral over

the three-dimensional ball with two-dimensional space being the

boundary :

    r(g) = 2irt f d3x sctBYtr.(g-iectg g-isBg g-ie7g). (4.44)

    The action (4.4D has the coformal Mvariance, and also is

invariant unde•r the transformatlons

    gl(g) -> Rl(z)gl(g)fi1-1(2), (4.4s)

                                    tt   g2 (8) . R2(z)g2(g)fi 2-i(2), (4. 46)
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where Rl(z) (fl1(z)) and 92(z) (R2(z)) are arbitrary

U(1)-valued functlons respectively, and depend only
                                             '( 2=gl-ig2 )• The corresponding conserved currents

following ones : for U(1) transformations

S(N) and

on z= ij 1+ig2

are the

J(z)

J(z)

= ict ezg!gTi,

= ict s2giigi ,

(4.47a)

(4.47b)

and for SU(N) transformations,

Ja(z) = k tr.(taezg2g- 2i),

3a(2) = k tr.(tas2g5ig2)•

(4.48a)

(4.48b)

These currents satisfy the fol1owing re1ations [20] :

{ J(z) ' J(z') } = 2rtct6 '(z-z') ' (4.49a)

{ J(z) ' J(z') } = 2rror6 •(z-z') ' (4.49b)

{ Ja(z),Jb(z •) } = -2nf

{ ja(2),jb(2,) }- = -2nf

abcJC

abcjc

(z)6(z-z •) + kx6ab6,

(z)6(z--z') +    abkx6

(z-z

6'(z-z

")v

(4.

")e

(4.

50a)

50b)
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aBd

{ J( Z.) ,g1 (Z•,Z') } = 2nig 1 (z,z)6(z-z') ' (4.51a)

{ J(z),gl(z',z') } =

{ Ja(z),g

{ 3a(2),g

 (Z',Z') } =2

 (z',z') } =2

-2Aigl(z,z}6(z-z'),

 2xtag2(z,2)6(z-z•),

 -2ng2(z,2)ta6(2-2,),

(4.51b)

(4.52a)

(4.52a)

where { } denote Poisson

   We postulate that Åíhe

the Kac-Moody invariance

time, Polsson brac]<ets (4

operator language as

brackets

 theory

at full

•49)'"(4.

.

maintain

quantum

52) must

 the conformal

ievel. At the

be read in the

and

same

5 J(z) = -ct co'(z),
 co

5-J(z) = -ct co'(z),
 co

6 Ja(z) . fabctob(z)Jc(z) -
 ut

s-ja(2) . fabcdib(2)jc(z) -
tu

k a,     (z),E ut

5 6a•(2),

(4.53a)

(4.53b)

(4.54a)

(4.54b)
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 and
                                                            '    S.gl(z,2) = ico(z)gl(z,2), (4.ssa)

    6digl(z,z) = -ico(z)gl(z,z), (4.ssb)
         '

    6tog2(z,2) = taco a(z)g2(z,2), (4.56a)

                                                      '    6dig2(z,2) =- di a(2)g2(z,2)ta. (4.s6b)

    Here we will devote our attention to studying the relation

between the SU(N)xU(1) Wess-Zumino model and N-component Dirac

theories studied in the previous subsection rather than to

obtaining the general forms of the multipoint correlation

functions for arbitrary k and or.

    If we set

                   k= 1, (4.57)
and

         ct=l;'= N, for e=i, (4.ssa)

                   N             k'         ct = Z2 = 2N-1, fOr e= -1, (4.58b)

( see (4.8a) and (4.8d) ), the current algebras (4.53} and

(4.54) equal to ones for N-component Dirac theories. Therefore

the K-Z equations are given by (4.9).
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    Let us consider the oPerator algebras

gfl(z,z)g2g(z•,z•,) = const.(z-z,)a(2-2,)p[ gÅ}g (z,,2,) + ... ]

                                                    (4,59a)
g5iX(z,z)gfi(z',2',) = const.(z-z')a""(2-2,)5[ giis(z,.z•) + ... ]

                                                    (4.59b)

Substitutlng each side of (4.59a) into the correlation function

of (4.9) and comparing the most sMgular term at z.z' and

z•z', one obtains

a=p= O. (4.60)

In the same way, one also obtains

.v .va=p= O. (4.61)

Therefore we conclude

gÅ}Ei(z,2) •- : gfi(z,z)g2gi(z,Z) : = , iipe, - gTi(z,2)g2gl(z',

                                 -z,z                                      -Z                                Z
                                                    (4.
g.-i X(z,2) •- : g5iS(z,z)gli(z,2) : = , iim, .g5iS(z,2)gli(z

                                 Z -Z,Z                                        oz
                                                    (4.
   Both sides of the following equations have the same

transformation properties under SU(N)xU(1) transformations

Z'}

62a)

',Z')

62b)
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    g,g •- .Åëg , g;iX -- ÅëS , for g= i, . (4.63a)

    g.IIi •- dictB , g:IXi •v diil, for' E=-1, (4•63b)

where ÅëS and diB are defined as (4.40). It is clear that the
       ct ct
composite fields in both sides of (4.63) have the same

correlation functions. These facts visualize Witten's

non--abelian bosonizations both of the free N-component Dirac

theory and the conformally Mvariant SU(N) Thlrring model.
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S5. Summary

    In this thests, the geBeral framework to analyze the

structure of two--dimensional quantum field theories with the

conformal and the Kac-Moody invariance was discussed based on
               'the bootstrap approach. It was shown that the stress-energy

tensor naturally exhibits the Sugawara form (3.22) irrespective

ef models. The generalization of the K-Z equations (3.31) for

arbitrary symmetry groups was presented. As applications of

the present method, the solutions of two models have been

studied. One is the conformally invariant SU(N) Thirring model.

All multipoint correlation functions of the theory were

explicitly obtalned as (4.3D and (4.33) by solving the

corresponding }<-Z equations. The other is the SU(N)xU(1)

Wess-Zumino mode!. kje studied this model from the point of

view of non-abelian bosonizations. The non-abelian

bosonization prescriptlons of two-dimensional free fermion

theories were originally presented by Witten in ref.[20]. He

pointed out the significance of the investigation in view of

the representation theory of the Kac-Moody algebra. In this

thests, we visualized this concept of bosonizations from the

entirely physical aspect. As a result, we extended the

bosonization ruies to an interacting theory, the conformally

invariant SU(N) Thirring model ( see (4.63) ).

    Some problems are left unsolved. The systematic analysis of

the operator algebra, on which the bootstrap apprach depends,

will be valuable for the more detai!ed investigation of the

bosonization problem. In this regard, the introduction of
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flavor groups into the theories mentioned above is aiso

lmportant to solve the open question whether the Wess-Zumino

fields can be regarded as the Go!dstone bosons of a certain

fermion theory [1,43-45].
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Appedix A

    The Vlrasoro algebra contains a subgroup sl(2,Åë}, generated

by the operators L-.1(L-1), Lo(Lo) and Ll(Ll). In particular,

the operator L-1(Ld" generates the translations whereas Lo(Lo)

generates the di!atations of the coordinates z(z).

    It is convenient to introduce the coordinates a and T by

          z= e><p( T+ie ), z= exp( T-ia ), {Al)

aRd to regard r as "time" whlle regarding cr as "space". The

operator

                    H= Lo'Lo (A2)
   '
is the generator of "time" shifts, and it play the role of the

hamiltonian. Note that the "infinite past" T->-co and the

"infinite future" vco correspond to the points z=O and z=co

respectively.

    Let the vacuum be the ground state of the hamiltonian (A2).
                        'For the manifestation of the conformal Mvariance, the
                                    '
in--vacuum must satisfies the equations

          Ln IO>=O, if n2 -1• (A3)

Appendix B

    Here we demonstrate that the coefficients 6:iik} and B-Pnthk}
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in (2.28) are'completely determined

conformally covariant properties of

    Applying both sides of (2.27) to

obtains the equation

by the requirement

the expansions (2.

 the vacuum state,

 of

25).

 one

the

                        A -A --A A                                   -A                                      -A    en(z,2) lm> = 2 c:m z P n M2 P n M tp (z) di (2) tp>, (Bl)
                 p

where lm(p)>=Åëm(p){O,O)IO>, and the operator Åë(z) is given by

the series

          Åë(z) ={2k}z2kis:Sk}L-kl...L-kN. (B2)

The same formula with the substitutions z->z, B->B and L.L holds

for rp(z).

    Let us consider Åíhe state

Iz,p> = rp(z)Ip>. (B3)

It can be represented as the power ser!es

where the vectors

         co  lz,p> = E zNIN,p>,
        N=O

IN,p> satisfy the equations

(B4)

LolN,P> = ( Ap + N )lN,

- 50
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   To
( r>1 )

compute

 to both

these

 sides

vectors ,

 of (Bl)

 let us

. This

apply

leads

the

to

 operators L           r
the equations

  r+1[z arzd + ,( Ap + rAn - Am )zr ]lz ,p> = L lz,p>•
      r

(B6)

Subs t-i tut i ng the power ser1es (B4), one obtains

L IN,p> = O,
 r if OsN<r, (B7)

and

L IN+r
 r ,p> = [N+ A + rA - A ]IN,p >.                  nm            P

(B8)

(B4)

Soiving

 order

 these equations,

by order.

one can compute the power ser1es
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